
Ultimate Slim Screen:

The Slim screen uses the same innovative magnetic bezel and front 
fabric mounting system as our Original Fixed frame screen but with a 
slimmer bezel. It’s a very elegant screen with the width of the facia 
matching the depth of the facia. At only 39mm width, the velvet is wide 
enough to perfectly frame and enhance the contrast of any projected 
image, while also creating a clean low-profile appearance for a finer 
blend with room decor.

Features:

! Reference Quality 4K Acoustically Transparent screen fabric

! Magnetic easy install screen facias with Ultimate Black 
Velvet finish

! Incredibly simple installation

! World-class packaging for secure transit and logical assembly

! Wide range of sizes in 10cm increments from 2.0m to 6.1m 
screen widths

ULTRA HD
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Ultimate Slim Fixed
Screen Dimensions

SLIMSCREEN £850 per metre inc VAT

Image Width + 78 mm
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Frame Width (39 mm)



Introducing Ultimate Track

Ultimate Track is our unique fabric walling track, the most installer-friendly fabric 
walling system on the market. We’ve designed the track system to remedy many of 
the problems posed by existing track system designs. It’s designed by Ultimate 
Screens and manufactured in the UK (all tooling, extrusions and packaging). Because 
of this we are able to better control the quality, lead time, cost and availability of our 
product. Packaged in tubes containing 23 linear metres of track.

One track for all applications! 
The use of a thicker outside leg 
allows the track to function as 

both a perimeter AND 
intermediate track

By using an 18 mm track 
height, standard 18 mm 

plywood or MDF can be used 
as a support backer to support 

TVs, lights, speakers etc

Ultimate Track features:
! Ultimate Track is designed for the UK and Europe using metric sizing. 

Our track has an 18mm leg height. This means that unlike many of the 
imported systems that are based on imperial sizes, the installer can 
use standard MDF or Plywood 18mm materials to create support 
structures for sockets, speakers or lights beneath the stretched fabric.

! One track for all applications: the thicker section profile and 18mm leg 
height allows our track to be used as both an edge and intermediate 
track profile.



! Ultimate Track is larger in profile to make everything 
easier. The 18mm leg height of our track means we have 
one of the largest fabric insertion channels available, 
making it really easy to tuck away excess fabric and 
multiple fabrics into the channel, speeding up 
installation.

! Ultimate Track’s unique expansion guide on outer edge of 
our track means you can fit the track tight to a wall 
corner, but the required gap for fabric jaw expansion 
remains consistent.

! Ultimate Track’s angled leg allows stitching screw to be 
added to secure track fully and adjust corner fit.

18mm high leg
allows larger area
for excess fabric  

Expansion guide keeps the
edge of track at a consistent
gap from wall to allow fabric

jaws to open correctly

Track angled leg allows 
stitching screw to be added 

to secure track fully and 
adjust corner fit

Ultimate Track features:



Ultimate Track features:

Extra thick track construction
allows track to be screwed-in

without pre drilling and adds to
track strength and durability

The extra wide track allows
the use of automatic

collated screw guns for the
quickest installation

The extra width of the Ultimate 
Track system makes it simple to 
overhang the track to create a 

hidden channel for LED lighting

! Ultimate Track is designed for quick and consistent 
installation. The larger base section and 45 degree 
bevel allow the use of powered collated screw guns 
(sometimes known as drywall guns). These tools have 
belt fed screws, allowing simple one handed quick 
installation of the track system.

! Ultimate Track has a thicker extrusion profile allowing 
it to be screwed to the wall without the need for pre 
drilling.

! The extra width of the Ultimate Track system makes it 
simple to overhang the track to create a hidden 
channel for LED lighting.


